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INTRODUCTION 

Genetically modified organisms have grown to play an integral role in modern day industry, visible 
from the substantial amount of research currently pursued on the topic. Strain modification is a 
process compromising of screening for ideal traits and transforming designed gene vectors into the 
chosen host organism. Such vectors may be optimised depending on the host and secretion product. 
Due to their versatility and high secretory capacity, filamentous fungi are common in the production 
of proteins for industrial applications. Certain species, e.g. Trichoderma reesei QM 6a, are regarded 
as model organisms. Extensive research and optimisation of fermentations using T. reesei allow 
industrial bioreactors to secrete products in excess of 100 gL-1 (1), part of a global multibillion euro 
market (2). Trichoderma are ubiquitous worldwide, finding niches in saprotrophic as well as 
mycotrophic settings, enabled by a highly complex cocktail of enzymes and auxiliary proteins. One 
class of small molecular weight proteins, hydrophobins (HFB), is particularly interesting. These 
amphipathic proteins are known for their acute surface activity and spontaneous layer formation. 
The tertiary structure is marked by a conserved α-helix barrel with peripheral β-sheets defining 
largely the variability across hydrophobins (3).  

Hydrophobins offer potential solutions and improvements to numerous industrial needs, largely 
based around the exploitation of their amphipathic and sheet-forming properties as agents to 
functionalise material surfaces (4). HFBs may be loosely distinguished into two classes 
differentiated by their layer formation (robust or transient), thus ideal for diverse material coatings 
(5). Furthermore, their application in water significantly decreases surface tension (6), thereby 
increasing wettability. HFBs are safe for ingestion and trigger no immune response (7-9), rendering 
them relevant for biomedical as well as food industries (10, 11). Ironically, the very properties of 
hydrophobins so desired for industrial use, e.g. the surface activity, mire potential production 
upscaling. Assuming improvement in the purification of hydrophobins from the bioreactor medium, 
the potential for strain optimisation remains nonetheless open. In light of this, the current study 
presents a case comparison of the recently discovered T. guizhouense NJAU 4742 (12) as a 
potential replacement of the traditional cell factory T. reesei for overexpression of Trichoderma 
class II hydrophobins, namely HFB4 and HFB7.  

METHODS 

As a platform for comparison between the two species, several gene constructs for heterologous and 
homologous overexpression were designed and transformed into both organisms. Initially, the 
hydrophobin encoding genes* hfb4vir and likewise hfb7vir, both originating from T. virens Gv 29-8, 
were overexpressed in T. reesei QM 6a using a pUC19 plasmid containing a cdna1 promoter, cbh1 
terminator, and 6His cassette. Concurrently, the homologous expression of hfb4gui in T. guizhouense 



using a cdna1 promoter and native terminator were investigated. The cdna1Phfb4vir6Hiscbh1T 
construct, as well as its hfb7vir counterpart, were transformed into T. guizhouense. Furthermore, 
hfb4gui was transformed into T. reesei QM 6a first with the original cdna1Phfb4guihfb4guiT construct 
and with a cdna1Phfb4gui6Hiscbh1T construct.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

By manipulating both strain and gene overexpression construct, the initial comparison of T. reesei 
and T. guizhouense, whereby the overexpression mutants from T. guizhouense outproduced their T. 
reesei counterparts, may be expanded in a meaningful way. Shake flask fermentations provide an 
initial summary as to which organism and construct combination allows greater hydrophobin 
secretion. Regardless, this will necessitate further bioreactor fermentations as well as extensive 
optimisation of the fermentation set-up to study how the cell factories may permit further upscaling 
of hydrophobin production.   

CONCLUSION 

Given the demand for an effective production mechanism for large-scale hydrophobin production, it 
is imperative that not only well-known organisms be tested, but also those more recently 
discovered. In line with this, the current study has focused on the potential of T. guizhouense as a 
viable candidate for this task. This was explored by comparing overexpression mutants from the 
newcomer candidate against the traditionally used T. reesei using various hydrophobin 
overexpression cassettes.  

* To differentiate orthologous hydrophobin genes, the first three letters of the respective species 
name is appended to the gene; i.e. hfb4vir, hfb4gui. 
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